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Abstract. Ground deformation and gravity changes in rest-
less calderas during periods of unrest can signal an impend-
ing eruption and thus must be correctly interpreted for hazard
evaluation. It is critical to differentiate variation of geophys-
ical observables related to volume and pressure changes in-
duced by magma migration from shallow hydrothermal ac-
tivity associated with hot fluid of magmatic origin rising
from depth. In this paper we present a numerical model to
evaluate the thermo-poroelastic response of the hydrother-
mal system in a caldera setting by simulating pore pressure
and thermal expansion associated with deep injection of hot
fluid (water and carbon dioxide). Hydrothermal flui circu-
lation is simulated using TOUGH2, a multicomponent mul-
tiphase simulator of flui fl ws in porous media. Changes
in pore pressure and temperature are then evaluated and fed
into a thermo-poroelastic model (one-way coupling), which
is based on a finite-di ference numerical method designed for
axi-symmetric problems in unbounded domains.
Informed by constraints available for the Campi Flegrei
caldera (Italy), a series of simulations assess the influenc
of flui injection rates and mechanical properties on the
hydrothermal system, uplift and gravity. Heterogeneities in
hydrological and mechanical properties associated with the
presence of ring faults are a key determinant of the flui
fl w pattern and consequently the geophysical observables.
Peaks (in absolute value) of uplift and gravity change profile
computed at the ground surface are located close to injection
points (namely at the centre of the model and fault areas).
Temporal evolution of the ground deformation indicates that
the contribution of thermal effects to the total uplift is al-
most negligible with respect to the pore pressure contribu-
tion during the f rst years of the unrest, but increases in time
and becomes dominant after a long period of the simulation.
After a transient increase over the firs years of unrest, grav-
ity changes become negative and decrease monotonically to-
wards a steady-state value.
Since the physics of the investigated hydrothermal system
is similar to any fluid-fill reservoir, such as oil field or
CO2 reservoirs produced by sequestration, the generic for-
mulation of the model will allow it to be employed in moni-
toring and interpretation of deformation and gravity data as-
sociated with other geophysical hazards that pose a risk to
human activity.
1 Introduction
Variations in geophysical observables, such as ground defor-
mation at active volcanoes, are useful indicators of subsur-
face mass and density changes and can be evaluated as pre-
cursory signals to an impending eruption via data modelling.
For caldera volcanoes in particular, earlier models focused
on explaining ground deformation by magma emplacement
(Anderson, 1937; Mogi, 1958; Bonafede et al., 1986; Bianchi
et al., 1987; De Natale et al., 1991). Beside this interpreta-
tion, more recently models also consider the perturbation of
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hydrothermal systems (by pore pressure changes, variations
in gas saturation and thermal expansions) as a possible (ad-
ditional) source of spatio-temporal variations in deformation
and gravity signals (Casertano, 1976; Gottsmann et al., 2003,
2006a, b; Todesco et al., 2003, 2010; Chiodini et al., 2007;
Hurwitz et al., 2007; Hutnak et al., 2009; Ingebritsen et al.,
2010; Rinaldi et al., 2010, 2011; Troiano et al., 2011).
The origin of unrest activities is still under debate in many
restless calderas (such as at the Campi Flegrei, Italy), al-
though for pre-eruptive hazard assessment it is fundamen-
tal to disentangle the signals generated by hydrothermal per-
turbations (e.g. Todesco and Berrino, 2005; Hurwitz et al.,
2007; Hutnak et al., 2009; Todesco et al., 2010; Rouwet et al.,
2014) from those related to magma movement towards the
surface (e.g. Amoruso et al., 2008, 2014b; Woo and Kilburn,
2010; Trasatti et al., 2011). Few deformation models account
for significan complexities such as heterogeneities in key
hydrological and mechanical properties of matrix and faults,
which might influenc both the path of ascending magma and
the sub-surface circulation of hydrothermal fluids Here we
present a numerical model to evaluate ground deformation
and gravity changes caused by the hydrothermal flui cir-
culation in restless calderas, taking into account the above-
mentioned complexities.
2 Background and motivation
Although the model is applicable to any caldera system, the
model parametrisation in this paper is based on data available
from the Campi Flegrei (CF) caldera in Italy. The CF, situ-
ated to the west of Naples, formed as a result of two structural
collapses associated with the eruptions of the Campanian Ig-
nimbrite (39 ka) and the Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (14 ka) (Orsi
et al., 1996; Rolandi et al., 2003; Deino et al., 2004). The CF
has received growing attention from the scientifi community
due to its reawakening in the last 50 years after a period of
quiescence since the last eruption in 1538 with background
slow subsidence at a rate of  1.5 cmyr 1 (Parascondola,
1947). Renewed unrest was associated with two periods of
bradyseism (1969–1972 and 1982–1984), with a total verti-
cal deformation of about 3.5m (Troise et al., 2008). To date
these uplifts have not culminated in an eruption. After 1984 a
period of more than 20 years of general subsidence followed,
interrupted sporadically by a series of minor uplift events.
Since 2006 the caldera started uplifting again with an in-
creased rate from 2011 (De Martino et al., 2014). Maximum
ground deformation is recorded near the town of Pozzuoli,
while the main fumarolic activities occur  800m away at
La Solfatara.
Significan gravity changes associated with unrests are
usually observed in caldera systems (Berrino et al., 1984;
Battaglia et al., 2003; Gottsmann et al., 2003; Todesco and
Berrino, 2005), either at the centre of maximum deformation
or at the structural boundaries of the caldera complex, which
are likely associated with caldera ring faults (e.g. Gottsmann
et al., 2006a).
Ring faults significantl alter strain partitioning and flui
propagation and hence must be considered for the interpre-
tation of geophysical signals (De Natale and Pingue, 1993;
De Natale et al., 1997; Beauducel et al., 2004; Folch and
Gottsmann, 2006; Troiano et al., 2011; Jasim et al., 2015).
In this paper we explore the impact of vertical and lateral
mechanical heterogeneities in the shallow crust beneath the
CF, including ring faults, on monitoring signals at the surface
(ground deformation and gravity changes) as a consequence
of unrest caused by a perturbation of the shallow hydrother-
mal system. Unrest is modelled by the injection of a mixture
of hot water and carbon dioxide at the centre of the caldera
system, which is associated with the main fumarolic activ-
ity at La Solfatara, and at the base of the ring faults, which
simulates flui release from a deeper pressurised reservoir
(Jasim et al., 2015). We investigate the separated contribution
of pore pressure and thermal effects to total ground deforma-
tion through a series of generic test cases which compare the
single (central) injection model with the simulation of mul-
tiple injection points. We then show that different injection
rates alter the timescales and amplitudes of deformation and
gravity changes during periods of unrest. A sensitivity anal-
ysis of fault mechanical properties is also provided.
It is important to note that, while models are informed by
data on the solid and flui mechanics of the CF, we do not
attempt to replicate or fi observations made during the on-
going unrest at CF.
3 Model parametrisation
In order to account for the complex mechanical structure of
the shallow crust and the caldera infil at a restless caldera
(such as CF caldera), the modelling domain is subdivided
into several regions with different hydrological and mechan-
ical properties. The model is 2-D axi-symmetric and define
by the coordinates Mr;z/, with r the radial distance and z the
vertical position. The hydrological model is 1.5 km deep and
is closed to heat and flui fl w in the radial direction and to
flui fl w across much of the basal boundary (Fig. 2, detailed
in Sect. 3.1), whereas the mechanical model is unbounded in
the radial and downward vertical direction (Fig. 3, detailed
in Sect. 3.2). Both models are based on information available
for the CF and designed such that a central fumarolic fiel is
situated on its rotational axis.
Two high-angle faults (Faults A and B) are implemented
with parameters informed by data on the ring faults of the
Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (14 ka) and Campanian Ignimbrite
(39 ka) eruptions, respectively (De Natale and Pingue, 1993;
Orsi et al., 1996; Folch and Gottsmann, 2006; Piochi et al.,
2014). The fault geometry is represented in Fig. 1. Follow-
ing the approach of Jasim et al. (2015), the upper point P
is placed at (r D 3 km, zD 200m) for Fault A and (r D
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Figure 1. Geometry of a fault. Fault extends from a shallow point
P , over a vertical distance d and forms a dip-angle  with the hori-
zontal axis. The fault structure comprises two units: a central narrow
core zone surrounded by a wider damage zone. Both units have dif-
ferent hydrological and mechanical parameters to the surrounding
rock.
Figure 2. Heterogeneous hydrological domain. Two transition
zones are placed between the central conduit and Layers A and B,
with intermediate hydrological parameters (Table 1). Atmospheric
boundary conditions are fi ed on the top (which is open to flui
and heat fl w), lateral boundaries are assumed to be impervious and
adiabatic, while a heat flu is assigned at the bottom impervious
boundary at a rate of 0.195Wm 2 to ensure a temperature gradi-
ent comparable to that estimated for CF ( 130 Ckm 1, (Rosi and
Sbrana, 1987; De Siena et al., 2010; Piochi et al., 2014)).
6:5 km, zD 0m) for Fault B. Both faults are steeply inclined
(with dip angles of  D 80 and  D 75, respectively) and
penetrate the system up to a depth of 3 km (d D 2:8 km for
Fault A and d D 3 km for Fault B). While Fault B extends to
the ground surface, Fault A tips out at a depth of zD 200m
(Rosi and Sbrana, 1987; Orsi et al., 1996; Jasim et al., 2015).
The fault zone is divided into two sub-zones with different
hydrological and mechanical characteristics: a central narrow
(25m wide) core zone is bordered on both sides by a wider
(100m wide) damage zone, the latter having properties inter-
mediate between those of the core and the rock surrounding
the fault zone (Tables 1 and 2).
Figure 3. Heterogeneous mechanical domain. Mechanical param-
eters are reported in Table 1. Inclination and radial placement of
faults are not in scale. The domain extends toward infinit in the ra-
dial and vertical (downward) directions. Free-stress boundary con-
ditions are ascribed at the top boundary, while vanishing displace-
ments are assigned at infinit distances.
3.1 Hydrothermal model
Simulation of the hydrothermal circulation is performed by
the well-known TOUGH2 software, a flui fl w and heat
transport simulator of multiphase multicomponent fluid in
porous media accounting for phase changes, relative perme-
ability of each phase and capillarity pressure (Pruess et al.,
1999). TOUGH2 solves a system of mass and energy balance
equations that can be summarised as follows (for a general
case of a flui with k components):
@p
@t
C·  e   q D 0;  Dl1; : : :;lk;d; (1)
where p is the accumulation term, e the flu and q the
source (or sink) term, while the subscript  Dli or d refers
to the mass balance equation for the ith component or the en-
ergy balance equation, respectively. The accumulation terms
and flui flu es (based on the extended Darcy law) for mass
balance equations are
pli D
∑

r>
i
 ;
eli D
∑

> ie ;
with e D K Kr   1 M·P    Og/; (2)
where the subscript  D l or g refers to the liquid or gas phase
respectively,  is the porosity,  the density, r the satu-
ration, > i the mass fraction of the ith component in the 
phase, K and Kr are the absolute and relative permeability,
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Table 1. Hydrological parameters for the domain of Fig. 2: rock density r (kgm 3), porosity , permeability K (m2), thermal conductivity
 (W (mK) 1), specifi heat capacity Cr (J (kgK) 1). Matrix permeability is isotropic, but enhanced in the vertical direction kz by
almost 2 orders of magnitude in the fault damage zone and by 3 orders of magnitude in the core of the faults. In other respects the fault zones
have the same hydrological characteristics as the matrix (star symbol ?).
Rock Porosity Permeability Thermal Specifi heat
density conductivity capacity
r (kgm 3)  K (m2)  (W (mK) 1) Cr (J (kgK) 1)
Central conduit 1800 0.10 10 14 1.15 900
Layer 1 – Pyroclastic material 1700 0.35 5 10 15 1.15 900
Layer 2 – Tuffs and marine deposits 2300 0.15 10 15 1.50 1000
Transition 1 1700 0.15 8 10 15 1.15 900
Transition 2 1700 0.10 5 10 15 1.50 1000
Faults – damage zone ? ? kz D 10 13 ? ?
Faults – core zone ? ? kz D 10 12 ? ?
Table 2.Mechanical parameters for the domain of Fig. 3: seismic p wave velocity vp (km s 1), rock density r (kgm 3), rigidity modulus
 (GPa), Poisson ratio .
Seismic p wave Rock density Rigidity modulus Poisson ratio
velocity
vp (km s 1) r (kgm 3) µ (GPa) 
Layer 1 – Pyroclastic material 1.60 1700 1.24 0.25
Layer 2 – Tuffs and marine deposits 3.44 2300 7.79 0.25
Layer 3 – Thermo-metamorphic rocks 4.78 2490 16.3 0.25
Layer 4 – Crystalline basement 5.76 2650 25.1 0.25
Layer 5 – Melt zone 2.80 2180 4.87 0.25
Layer 6 – Mantle 6.50 2810 33.9 0.25
Faults – damage zone ? ? 0.385 0.30
Faults – core zone ? ? 0.0357 0.40
respectively,  the viscosity, P the flui pressure and Og the
gravitational acceleration. For the energy balance equation,
the accumulation term (pE) and the heat flu (eE) are
pE D
∑

M e r/C M1 /r Cr s ;
eE D  ·s C
∑

he ;
where e and h are the specifi internal energy and enthalpy
of the phase , s is the temperature, and r, Cr and  are the
density, specifi heat and the thermal conductivity of the rock
respectively.
In this paper we simulate fluid of magmatic origin en-
tering the domain as a mixture of two components (k D 2):
hot water and carbon dioxide. This mixture is simulated by
the EOS2 module of TOUGH2. The depth of the domain for
the hydrological model is 1.5 km, since the focus is the shal-
low hydrothermal activity, maintaining temperature and pore
pressure of the entire simulation within the range considered
by TOUGH2-EOS2 equation of state modules (which does
not extend to super-critical fluids)
Atmospheric boundary conditions (P D 0:101325MPa
and s D 20 C) are prescribed on the top of the domain
zD 0; lateral boundaries are assumed to be impervious and
adiabatic. A heat flu of 0.195Wm 2 is assigned at the im-
pervious bottom boundary during the entire simulation, spec-
ifie in order to sustain a temperature gradient comparable to
that estimated for CF –  130 Ckm 1 (Rosi and Sbrana,
1987; De Siena et al., 2010; Piochi et al., 2014).
Cell centres of the finite- olume mesh used in TOUGH2
for the 1.5 km depth domain are shown in Fig. 4a. Hydrolog-
ical parameters (permeability, density and porosity) are ob-
tained from averaging drilling data for AGIP’s report (Piochi
et al., 2014), while the thermal properties of the rocks (ther-
mal conductivity and specifi heat) are derived from Rosi and
Sbrana (1987) and Todesco et al. (2010) (see Table 1).
Although all parameter values are specifie according to
measured data at CF, the rock permeability may vary over
several orders of magnitude, and this variation may substan-
tially influenc the flui fl w and heat transport in all the
simulations. Jasim et al. (2015) explore the sensitivity of the
hydrological system to matrix (caldera fill and fracture hy-
drological properties. However, exploration of a wide range
Solid Earth, 7, 557–577, 2016 www.solid-earth.net/7/557/2016/
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Figure 4. (a) Cell centres of the quasi-uniform mesh used in TOUGH2 to solve the equations of the hydrological model of Sect. 3.1. It is
composed of 5848 cells, spaced on a basis of a composed exponential distribution in such a way the radial spacing is fine adjacent to the
central conduit and faults and the vertical spacing is fine around injection points and towards the surface. (b) Exponential distribution for
the quasi-uniform mesh used for the unbounded domains of the geomechanical model (Eq. 5), composed of 66 049 grid points. The two ring
faults are shown in red. Yellow box represents the hydrological domain. The same mesh, but extended toward infinit also in the upward
direction, is used for the gravity model (Eq. 7).
of possible hydrological values goes behind the scope of this
paper.
Fault zones are assigned the hydrothermal properties of
the surrounding rock, except for the permeability, which is
represented by an anisotropic tensor K of Eq. (2):
K D
(
kr 0
0 kz
)
; (3)
where kr and kz are the radial and vertical permeabilities, re-
spectively. While kr equals the isotropic permeability of the
surrounding rock (set at 5 10 15 and 10 15 m2 for layers
A and B), a higher value of kz is chosen for those cells of
the TOUGH2 fini e-volume mesh whose centre falls into the
core (kz D 10 12 m2) and damage (kz D 10 13m 2) zones
of the faults.
In order to simulate the fumarole activities at the centre
of the domain, a central conduit with a higher permeability
is placed at the centre of the domain and represented by a
vertical cylinder with a radius of 200m. A transition zone is
specifie between this conduit and the bulk of the caldera fil
which has intermediate hydrothermal properties, as in pre-
vious simulations of Todesco et al. (2010) and Jasim et al.
(2015) (Table 1).
3.2 Geomechanical and gravity models
The elastic response of a porous medium to pore pressure
and temperature changes associated with the circulation of
hot fluid is modelled by linear thermo-poroelasticity theory.
The thermo-poroelastic effects are taken into account by in-
cluding the pore pressure and temperature terms in Hooke’s
law (Rice and Cleary, 1976; McTigue, 1986):
. D 1
2
(
   
1C  trM /h
)
C 1
3
((
1
Kd
  1
Ks
)
PP CPs
)
h; (4)
where . and  are the strain and stress tensors, respectively,
 is the rigidity modulus,  the Poisson’s ratio, trM /D
xx Cyy Czz the trace of  , h the identity tensor, PP and
Ps are pore pressure and temperature changes, respectively,
Kd is the bulk modulus in drained conditions, Ks is the bulk
modulus of the solid constituent (Rice and Cleary, 1976; Ri-
naldi et al., 2010), and  is the volumetric thermal expan-
sion coefficien of the solid matrix. Since we assume that
deformations occur slowly, the governing equations are rep-
resented by the equations of equilibrium ·   D 0 with 
obtained by the inversion of Eq. (4), leading to the following
set of Cauchy–Navier equations (Fung, 1965):
·   D 0;
 D 2  
1  2  trM./ h C 2  .  PP h  Kd  Ps h;
. D 1
2
(
·uC M·u/s
)
;
(5)
where  D 1 Kd=Ks is the Biot–Willis coefficien and u
is the deformation vector, and where we have used the re-
lation Kd D 2M1C/3M1 2/ . The third Eq. (5) represents the linear
approximation of the strain–deformation relation for small
deformations.
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Free-stress boundary conditions   nD 0 are prescribed on
the surface, where n is the outward unit vector orthogonal to
the surface. Unlike the domain for the hydrothermal model
(Fig. 2), the computational domain of the problem define
by Eq. (5) is unbounded in the radial r and vertical z down-
ward directions, and a vanishing displacement is assigned at
infinit distance: limr!1uD limz! 1uD 0. Since we as-
sume that the problem is axi-symmetric, we solve the 2-D
axi-symmetric version of Eq. (5) in the unknown uD Mu;v/,
where u and v are the radial and vertical deformation, respec-
tively.
The unbounded domain is discretised by a quasi-uniform
grid (Fig. 4b), whose resolution is fines close to the axis of
symmetry and smoothly decreases toward infinit (Grosch
and Orszag, 1977; Fazio and Jannelli, 2014). In this way
artefacts introduced by artificia truncation of the domain
are avoided. Equation (5) is discretised and solved by ex-
tending the finite-di ference numerical method proposed
by Coco et al. (2014) for Cauchy–Navier equations to
thermo-poroelasticity equations.
Heterogeneities in mechanical properties ( and ) are
taken into account. In particular, the rigidity modulus  for
each layer of Fig. 3 is derived from seismic p wave ve-
locity vp data (Orsi et al., 1996; Zollo et al., 2008; Piochi
et al., 2014) by the application of the formula of Mavko et al.
(2009):
D u
2
p  M1  2/
2M1  / :
Density values of the porous medium  are derived from up
by the Brocher equation (Brocher, 2005):
 D 1:6612up   0:4721u 2p C 0:067u 3p   0:0043u 4p C 0:000106u 5p :
An appropriate value of the Poisson ratio for volcanic re-
gions of  D 0:25 is specifie for the whole domain, except
in the damage and core zones of the fault areas, where higher
values (0:30 and 0:40, respectively) are specifie on the basis
of the nature of the rock (Gercek, 2007). Rigidity values are
reduced in the fault zones (D 0:385 and 0:0357GPa for the
fault core and damage zone, respectively, which correspond
to d D 109 and 108, where d is the Young modulus). The
volumetric thermal expansion coefficien is  D 10 5K 1 af-
ter Rinaldi et al. (2010) and Todesco et al. (2010). All values
are reported in Table 2.
In order to separate the contribution of pore pressure to
the total ground deformation from thermal effects, we solve
two different sets of differential equations for the mechanical
simulation:
·  T D 0
T D ˜ C 3Ps
T  nD 0 on 0
;

·  P D 0
P D ˜ CPP
P  nD 0 on 0;
(6)
where ˜ D  trM./h C 2. is the elastic stress tensor
(i.e. without taking into account pore pressure and temper-
ature contributions). Let uT and uP be the solutions of the
two problems Eq. (6), respectively. As a result of the linear-
ity of the stress–strain relationship ˜ Mu/ and the divergence
operator, the total ground deformation u can be expressed
as the sum of the solutions to the two problems (namely
uD uTCuP). In practice, it is sufficien to solve only one
of the problems Eq. (6) and obtain the other solution by dif-
ference.
Gravity changes Pg are computed by solving the follow-
ing boundary value problem for the gravitational potential g
(Currenti, 2014):
·2g D 4  G P; g D 0 at infinit , Pg D @g
@z
(7)
where G is the gravitational constant and P is the density
distribution change. The finite-di ference method presented
by Coco and Russo (2013) is applied to solve the problem
Eq. (7) on an infinit domain, using the coordinate transfor-
mation method (Coco et al., 2014).
4 Numerical simulation scenarios and results
The background hydrothermal flui circulation is driven by
the injection of a mixture of hot water and carbon dioxide
at a temperature of about 350 C from the base of the cen-
tral high-permeable conduit, simulating the input of fluid
of magmatic origin. A heat flu is assigned at the bottom
impervious boundary at a rate of 0.195Wm 2. The steady-
state solution, obtained after a long-lasting injection period
(c. 4000 years), is used as the initial condition for the unrest
simulations (run-up to a fina time of 100 years), which are
divided into the three scenarios described below.
4.1 Modelling scenarios
Scenario I: central injection at the base of the conduit (ra-
dius of 200m) at the same temperature but at an in-
creased rate with respect to that used for the steady-state
quiescent solution (see Table 4);
Scenario II – constant mass rate: Scenario I plus injection
at the bases of each fault core zone of a total mass fl w
rate equal to that of the central injection (see Table 3);
Scenario III – constant flu rate: Scenario I plus injection
at the bases of each fault core zone at a specifi (per
square metre) mass fl w rate equal to that of the central
injection (see Table 3).
Injection at the base of the faults (core zone of Fig. 1, 25m
wide) for Scenarios II and III simulates the possible release
of gas from a deeper reservoir ascending along preferential
pathways of the fault zone during unrest periods.
4.1.1 Injection rates
Once the rates of the central injection are established, the
corresponding injection rates at the base of the faults are de-
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Table 3. Different injection values (mass and flu rate) for the central conduit and faults, normalised to the injection of a mass of 1 kg of
fluids Base area of the central conduit is   2002 D 125 664m2, of the Fault A core zone is 2  3000 25D 471 239m2, of the Fault B
core zone is 2  6500 25D 1021 018m2.
Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III
central conduit – mass (kg s 1) 1 1 1
central conduit – flu rate (kgm 2 s 1) 7:96 10 6 7:96 10 6 7:96 10 6
Fault A – mass (kg s 1) 0 1 3.75
Fault A – flu rate (kgm 2 s 1) 0 2:12 10 6 7:96 10 6
Fault B – mass (kg s 1) 0 1 8.13
Fault B – flu rate (kgm 2 s 1) 0 9:79 10 7 7:96 10 6
termined by Table 3. Rates of hot water and carbon dioxide
central injection for both the steady-state and unrest simu-
lations are selected in order to match observed data at CF,
following other models present in the literature for simulat-
ing the unrest activity associated with the perturbation of the
hydrothermal system (e.g. Chiodini et al., 2003; Todesco and
Berrino, 2005; Rinaldi et al., 2010; Todesco et al., 2010). In
particular, the injection rates for the steady-state simulation
are chosen so that the total flu (3400 tons day 1) and the
molar ratio CO2=H2O of 0.17 (equating to 1000 tons day 1
of CO2 and 2400 tons day 1 of H2O) are based on aver-
age degassing measured prior to the 1982–1984 bradyseis-
mic crisis, while an increased molar ratio of 0.40 is used for
the unrest simulation. Regarding the magnitude of the injec-
tion rates, several values have been adopted in the literature
in different contexts, albeit the rates used in Rinaldi et al.
(2010) and Todesco et al. (2010) (6000 tons day 1 of CO2
and 6100 tons day 1 of H2O) provide a good match to ob-
served data. Recently, a constraint on the magnitude of the
injection rates has been discussed by Afanasyev et al. (2015).
Although there are many other parameters that can influenc
the mechanical response (including depth of injection and
temperature of the injected fluid) in this paper we focus on
the influenc of the injection rates on the timescale and am-
plitude of the deformation (Table 4). Where not specified the
injection rates of the unrest 1 column of Table 4 are used.
4.1.2 Initial conditions
Initial conditions for the unrest simulation are the same for
all scenarios and represented in Fig. 5. Due to the injection
of hot fluids the central conduit shows a higher tempera-
ture with respect to the rest of the domain, while the pres-
sure approaches hydrostatic, indicative of a steady-state con-
dition. A slight temperature variation is observed at the fault
zones, where the locally increased permeability focuses con-
vective flui fl w, with downward fl w of cold water via the
fault (Jasim et al., 2015). A two-phase plume forms close to
the central conduit, according to the results of previous flui
fl w simulations (Chiodini et al., 2003; Rinaldi et al., 2010;
Todesco et al., 2010).
4.2 Pore pressure, temperature and density changes
during unrest
At each time step of the unrest simulations we evaluate
changes in pressure (PP D P  P0), temperature (Ps D
s   s0) and density (P D   0), relative to initial con-
ditions (subscript 0) and use these to compute ground de-
formation and gravity changes at the surface by Eqs. (5)
and (7). Density change is in practice computed as P D

∑
Mr   0r0/, where subscript  D l or g refers to
the liquid or gas phase, respectively. We observe that P
is mainly driven by the gas saturation change, since densi-
ties of liquid and gas do not significantl change during the
simulation. For this reason we plot the gas saturation change
Prg D rg  rg0 rather than P (Figs. 5 and 6).
Analysing Scenario I (Fig. 5), we observe that after 6
months of simulated unrest the zone of perturbed pore pres-
sure has already approached the surface (zD 500m) at the
central conduit, with a maximum PP of about 4MPa ob-
served at the injection point. Temperature and gas satura-
tion changes remain small and confine to the areas sur-
rounding the injection point. The maximum PP of the en-
tire simulation (about 5Mpa) is observed at 3 years. At the
same time, gas saturation changes reach the shallower layer
(zD 400m), while no changes in temperature are apparent.
After 3 yearsPP decreases; at 10 years hot flui (warmed by
up to Ps  100 C) rises up to about zD 1000m and the
gas region extends up to the surface. At 100 years, which is
the end of the simulation, PP continues to decrease towards
a new steady state, while Ps keeps increasing (with a max-
imum Ps  130 C), extending the central plume laterally
by up to 250m. Gas saturation changes approach the steady-
state solution, and a single-phase gas region is forming close
to the surface. We do not observe any significan variation
in pore pressure, temperature or density close to the faults,
where the values remain the same as the initial condition.
The location of regions where significan changes in pore
pressure, temperature and density are observed depends on
the background simulation. During the steady-state simula-
tion, fluid are injected only at the centre of the model, and
thus a two-phase plume develops only in the central conduit,
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Table4.Injectionrates(tonsday−1)fordiferentunrestsimulations.Molarratiois0.17fortheSteady-Statesimulationand0.40foralthe
Unrestsimulations.
Steady-State Unrest×1 Unrest×0.5 Unrest×2 Unrest×3
H2O(tonsday−1) 2400 6100 3050 12200 18300
CO2(tonsday−1) 1000 6000 3000 12000 18000
Molarratio 0.17 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
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Figure5.Changesinporepressure,temperatureandgassaturationrelativetothesteady-stateinitialconditionatdiferenttimesafterthe
initiationofunrest.Initialconditionsareobtainedasthesteady-statesolutionsofcentralinjectionof2400ofH2Oand1000tonsday−1of
CO2,throughacylindricalconduitwithradius200m.Unrestissimulatedbyinjecting6100ofH2Oand6000tonsday−1ofCO2through
thecentralconduit(Unrest×1columnofTable4)andadditionalyforScenariosIandIIinjectingatthebaseofthecorezoneofthetwo
faultsaccordingtoTable3.Notethatthecolourscaleofinitialconditionsisdiferentfromtherespectivecolourscaleofunrestplots.
withcompleteliquidsaturationwithinthefaultzones.Dur-
ingtheunresttheincreasedrateofinjectionattheconduit
leadstoanincreaseinporepressuremostmarkedlyatdepth
withintheconduit,butincreasesintemperatureandgassatu-
rationoccurattheborderoftheexpandingtwo-phaseplume.
IfwevaryinjectionratesinScenarioI(Fig.6),theampli-
tudesofP,Tand ρarestrongly(nonlinearly)afected.
Regardlessoftheinjectionrate, Tcontinuestoincrease
fortheentiresimulation(100years),while Ppeaksat∼3
years.Therefore,thetimescaleforporepressurechangesto
reachthemaximumvaluedoesnotsignificantldependon
theinjectionrate.Inparticular,themaximum Pis2.15for
Unrest×0.5,9.85forUnrest×2and14.1MPaforUnrest
×3(alatt=3years).Themaximum Tisobservedatthe
finasimulationtime(t=100years)andis92.1forUnrest
×0.5,171forUnrest×2and181◦CforUnrest×3.Theex-
tentofthecentralplumeincreasesfortheentiresimulation:
aftert=100yearstheplumehasextendedlateralybyup
to200mforUnrest×0.5,450forUnrest×2and550mfor
Unrest×3.
IncontrasttoScenarioI,inScenariosIandIIinjectionat
thebaseofthefaultsinducesaperturbationinporepressure,
temperatureanddensityatthefaultzones(mainlylocatedon
thehangingwal),whilethebehaviouratthecentralconduit
issimilarinalthreescenarios(Fig.5).Duetothehigher
injectionratesatthebaseofthefaults,ScenarioIIshows
morepronouncedperturbationsthanScenarioI.Bothfaults
behavesimilarlyinScenarioII:theregionwithsignifican
porepressurechangeapproachesthesurfaceafter6months
(withamaximum Pofabout2.5MPa),whiletemperature
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Figure6.Changesinporepressure,temperatureandgassaturationrelativetothesteady-stateinitialconditionatdiferenttimesafterthe
initiationofunrestforScenarioI.Initialconditionsareobtainedasthesteady-statesolutionsofcentralinjectionof2400ofH2Oand
1000tonsday−1ofCO2,throughacylindricalconduitwithradius200m.UnrestissimulatedbyinjectingamixtureofH2OandCO2
throughthecentralconduit.InjectionratesfortheunrestsimulationarelistedinTable4.Notethatthecolourscaleofinitialconditionsis
diferentfromeithertherespectivecolourscaleofunrestplotsorthecolourscaleofFig.5.
andgassaturationchangesremainconfinearoundinjection
pointsforupto10years.Similartothecentralconduit, P
nearthefaultsstartsdecreasingafter3yearstowardsanew
steadystatecondition.ForScenarioII,att=100years T
hasreached170◦Candextendsupto200mfromthefaults,
whileasingle-phasegasregionhasformednearthesur-
face.ImportantdiferenceshoweverexistbetweenScenarios
IandII.InScenarioI,maximum Pisabout1forFault
Aand0.4MPaforFaultB,and Tisabout100forFaultA
and60◦CforFaultB,whilegassaturationdoesnotexceed
0.4foreitherfault.Hencenotonlyaretherediferencesbe-
tweenthemagnitudesofperturbationsnearFaultAandFault
Bbutalsothetimeneededtoobservetheperturbationsatthe
surfaceisgreaterthan100years.
4.3 Grounddeformation
Ateachtimestepoftheunrestsimulations,changesin
porepressureandtemperatureareinterpolatedfromthe
finite-olumemeshofthehydrologicalmodeltothefinite
diferencemeshofthemechanicalmodel(thetwomeshes
arerepresentedinFig.4)andfedintoEq.(5).Thisisknown
asone-waycouplingbetweenhydrologicalandmechanical
models,asusedpreviouslybyanumberofstudies(Hurwitz
etal.,2007;Hutnaketal.,2009;Rinaldietal.,2010;Tode-
scoetal.,2010).Itisasimplifieapproachcomparedwitha
fulycoupledmodelthatalsotakesintoaccounttheinfluenc
ofstressandstrainonpermeabilityandporosityduringthe
simulation(Neuzil,2003;Rutqvist,2011).
InScenarioI(Fig.7),forthefirs10yearsofunrestthe
upliftismaximumatthecentreofthedomainanddecaysra-
dialy.VerticalandhorizontaldisplacementsreflectheMogi
solutionforasmalsphericalsource(Mogi,1958).Thepro-
filobtainedatt=100yearsdoesnotreflecaMogisolution
andpresentsamaximumtotalupliftof21cmatr=300m,
decayingrapidlyasradialdistanceincreases.Temporalevo-
lutionofthegrounddeformationatthecentreofthedomain
throughout100yearsofunrest(Fig.8)indicatesthatthecon-
tributionofthermalefects(vT)tothetotalgrounddeforma-
tionisalmostnegligiblewithrespecttotheporepressure
contribution(vP)duringthefirsyearsoftheunrest,butin-
creasesintimeandeventualybecomesdominant.Inpartic-
ular,forlowerinjectionrates(unrest×0.5ofTable4)the
verticaldeformationduetothermalefectsonlyexceedsthe
porepressurecontributionaftermorethan100years,while
forhigherinjectionrates(unrest×2and×3ofTable4)
ittakeslessthan50years.Theamplitudeofthedeforma-
tionisnonlinearlydependentontheinjectionrate,whilethe
timescaleofthefirslocalmaximumislargelyindependent
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Figure7.GrounddeformationcomputedforScenarioIatthesurfaceaftert=0.5,3,10and100yearsofunrest:totalverticaldeforma-
tion(a),totalhorizontaldeformation(b),verticaldeformationduetoporepressure(c),andverticaldeformationduetothermalefects(d)
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Verticallinesrefertotheboundaryofthecentralconduitandtotheinjectionandshalowestpointsoffaults.
Figure8.Computedverticaldeformationatthecentreofthemodel
(r=0,z=0)over100yearsofunrestforScenarioIwithdiferent
injectionrates(seeTable4).Thesolidlineisthetotalverticaldis-
placementv=vP+vT,whilethedashedanddotedlinesarethe
verticaldisplacementduetoporepressurevPandthermalefects
vT,respectively.
ofinjectionrate,occuringafter∼3yearsofunrestinal
simulations.Verticaldisplacementduetoporepressureef-
fects(vP)increasesveryrapidlywiththeonsetofunrest.Af-
terthisstronginitialpressurisation(lastingabout3years),
verticaldeformationstartsdecreasingtowardsanewsteady-
statevalue.Thermalefectsstronglyafectthelong-termbe-
haviourandtheirimportanceincreaseswithincreasinginjec-
tionrates.Consequently,thetimingofthelocalminimum,
priortothethermalyinducedlatermonotonicincrease,oc-
cursearlierforhigherinjectionrates.Althoughweshowonly
thetemporalvariationoftheverticaldeformationatthecen-
treofthemodelforScenarioI,asimilarpaternisobserved
localisedaroundbothfaultsforScenariosIandII.
InScenarioI(Fig.9)thedeformationprofilreflectthe
injectionoffluidatthefaultzones.Maximumverticalde-
formationisobservedatthecentreofthemodelandtwolo-
calmaximacorespondtothefaults(Fig.9a).Magnitudeof
peakdisplacementsbothhorizontalandverticalreducesfrom
centretoFaultAandfromFaultAtoFaultB,reflectinthe
diferentinjectionrates.
Afteraboutt=3yearstheverticaldeformationatthecen-
treofthemodelreachesatemporarymaximum(seesolidline
inFig.8forScenarioI),thendecreasestowardalowervalue
(ataboutt=10years)whiledeformationonfaultscontin-
uestoincrease.Att=100yearstheverticaldisplacementat
thecentreofthemodelincreasesagaintowardasteady-state
solution(solidlineofFig.8),whiledeformationonfaultsde-
creasestowardalowervalue.WeobserveinFig.9c,dthatthe
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Figure9.GrounddeformationcomputedforScenarioIatthesurfaceaftert=0.5,3,10and100yearsofunrest:totalverticaldeforma-
tion(a),totalhorizontaldeformation(b),verticaldeformationduetoporepressure(c),andverticaldeformationduetothermalefects(d).
Verticallinesrefertotheboundaryofthecentralconduitandtotheinjectionandshalowestpointsoffaults.
verticaldeformationprofilatt=100yearsisalmostexclu-
sivelyatributabletothermalefects,whicharenegligiblein
thefirsyearsoftheunrestsimulation.Horizontaldeforma-
tion(Fig.9b)showsaMogi-likepaternclosetothecentral
conduit(Mogi,1958),whiletwopeaksareobservedclose
tothefaultzones.Forbothpeaksthedeformationprofil
issteeperonthesidetowardsthecentreofthedomaindue
tothefaultinclination(dip-anglesmalerthan90◦,Fig.1),
sincethesteeperdeformationprofilisalwaysobservedin
thehangingwal.
Wefinal observeforaltheplotsthatthedeformation
profilisrelativelysmoothaboveFaultA,whilethereisa
sharpkinkaboveFaultB,becausesuchfaultreachesthesur-
face(Fig.2).Verticaldeformationatthecentreofthedomain
throughouttheentiresimulation(100years)ispracticalythe
sameasforScenarioI(Fig.8),indicatingthatporepressure
andtemperaturechangesalongthefaultsdonotsignificantl
afectthemechanicalbehaviourofthefumarole.
InScenarioII(Fig.10)verticaldeformationonfaultsis
greaterthanatthecentreofthemodel(uptot=10years).
Althoughporepressurechangeatthefaultsshowsalower
valuecomparedwiththatclosetotheinjectionpoint,itis
moreverticalyextensive(Fig.5)duetothelowervertical
permeabilityofthecentralconduitcomparedtothefaults,
causingalargeruplift.Verticaldeformationattheaxisof
symmetryisalsoslightlyamplifie(bythemechanicalinflu
enceoffaults)withrespecttotheoneobservedinScenarios
IandI.
Exceptforfaults,the mechanicalheterogeneitiesde-
scribedsofardependonlyondepth,resultingina1-Dhet-
erogeneitystructure.AcomplexmechanicalstructureforCF
couldbeused,takingintoaccountthelateralvariationin
mechanicalpropertiestoreflecdiferencesbetweenthetwo
calderainfilsasproposedinthemodelsofTrasatietal.
(2005),basedontomographicstudiesofAsterandMeyer
(1988).Somesimulations(notshown)havebeenperformed
withdiferentmatrixpropertiesaroundfaults,maintaining
thesamemechanicalpropertiesforfaultcoreanddamage
zones.Nosignificandiferenceswereobtainedclosetofault
areas,highlightingthattheamountofdeformationismainly
drivenbythevaluesofµandνassignedtothefaultcore
anddamagezones,especialywhenthesevaluesaremuch
smalerthanthoseassignedtothesuroundingarea(Table2).
Asensitivityanalysisoftherigiditymodulusonfaultsispro-
videdbelow.
4.3.1 Sensitivityanalysisonfaultrigiditymodulus
Inthissectionweanalysetheinfluencofrigidityoffault
coreanddamagezoneongrounddeformation.Forsimplic-
itywerestrictouranalysistotheverticalcomponentofdefor-
mation.Indetail,µc,µdandµ¯aretherigidityvaluesofthe
corezone,damagezoneandthesuroundingrock,respec-
www.solid-earth.net/7/557/2016/ SolidEarth,7,557–577,2016
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Figure10.GrounddeformationcomputedforScenarioIIatthesurfaceaftert=0.5,3,10and100yearsofunrest:totalverticaldeformation
(a),totalhorizontaldeformation(b),verticaldeformationduetoporepressure(c),andverticaldeformationduetothermalefects(d).Vertical
linesrefertotheboundaryofthecentralconduitandtotheinjectionandshalowestpointsoffaults.
tively.Wereducetherigidityonthefaultcore(anddamage)
zonewithrespecttothesuroundingrockbys1(ands1/2)
ordersofmagnitude,i.e.
µc= µ¯10s1, µd=
µ¯
10s1/2.
Inthebaselinesimulationtherigidityofthefaultsisthesame
asthesuroundingarea(i.e.s1=0).Foreachvalueofs1
intherange0≤s1≤3weobtainavariationintheground
deformationofs2ordersofmagnitude,i.e.
v=v0×10s2,
wherev0istheupliftobservedforthebaselinesimulation
(i.e.s1=0).Figure11showsthevaluesofs1ands2com-
putedatthecentreofthemodelandatfaultsforsimulation
timest=3andt=100years.Reducingtherigidityvalues
(i.e.increasings1),thedeformationincreasesforthesim-
ulationsatt=3yearsanddecreasesfort=100years.At
t=3yearsthedeformationismainlydrivenbyporepressure
changes(Figs.8and10)closetoinjectionpoints(therefore
atadepthof∼1.5km),whileatt=100yearsdeformation
ismainlydrivenbytemperaturechanges,whichconstitutea
shalowsourceofdeformation(thermalefectsreachthesur-
faceatt=100years,seeFig.5).Inthelatercase,theregion
wheretherigidityisreduced(faultcoreanddamagezones)
isbelowthesourceofdeformation,causinglessupliftthan
thatobservedforthebaselinesimulation.Aftert=3years
sensitivityofdeformationtofaultrigidityisgreaterforFault
BthanforFaultA,whilstthereverseistrueatt=100years.
Changesindeformationatthecentreofthedomainaremin-
imalthroughoutalsimulations,showingthelimitedlateral
influencofthemechanicalpropertiesatthefaults.
4.4 Gravitychanges
ThesolutionofEq.(7)isthegravitychange g=g−g0,
whereg0andgarethegravitydistributionsobservedatthe
initialconditionandatafiedtimeofunrest,respectively.
Evaluating gataparticularpointofthesurface(r,z=0)
meansthatalsogandg0refertothesamegeometriclocation
(r,z=0).Gravitychangemeasuredinthefiel g=g−g0
isactualyinfluencebygrounddeformation,sincegismea-
suredatthesamematerialpointofg0,butatadiferentgeo-
metric(translated)point(r,z=0)+u(r,z=0),whichtakes
intoaccounttheabsolutemovementofthegravimetryassoci-
atedwiththegrounddisplacement.Thevalue g=g−g0is
oftenreferedinliteratureasresidualgravity(Bonafedeand
Mazzanti,1998;Fernándezetal.,2005;Gotsmannetal.,
2006a),sinceitdoesnotincludethegravitychangeasso-
ciatedwiththegrounddeformation(TelfordandSherif,
1990).
Gravitychangescomputedatthecentreofthemodel(r=
0,z=0)fordiferentinjectionrates(Table4)arereported
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Figure 11. Uplift variations against variations in rigidity at faults for Scenario III. Decreasing the rigidity by s1 orders of magnitude (i.e.
dividing the rigidity by 10s1 ), the corresponding uplift changes by s2 orders of magnitude (i.e. by a factor of 10
s2 ). Blue lines refer to
the simulation at t D 3 years, while red lines refer to t D 100 years. Variation in uplift is computed at the centre of the model r D zD 0
(diamonds), Fault A (circles) and Fault B (stars). Linear best fit (constrained through the origin s1 D s2 D 0) are represented by solid,
dashed and dotted lines for the centre of the model, Fault A and Fault B, respectively. The slopes of the best fi lines for simulations at t D 3
years are about 0.0849 for Fault A, 0.149 for Fault B and 0.00756 at the centre of the model, while for simulations at t D 100 years are about
 0.0663 for Fault A,  0.0108 for Fault B and  0.00656 at the centre of the model.
in Fig. 12. After a transient increase (maximum 16.1 µGal
for the Unrest 1 model) over the firs months of unrest
(Fig. 12b), gravity changes become negative and decrease
monotonically towards a steady-state value, although this is
not reached within 100 years (Fig. 12a). The modulus of
the gravity changes is more pronounced for higher injection
rates, with a maximum increase after 0.5 years of 33.9 µGal
for the Unrest 3 model and a much larger negative value.
The behaviour is, however, nonlinear at a fi ed time with re-
spect to injection rates, due to both the change of molar ratio
from the steady state to the unrest phase and the nonlinear-
ity of the hydrothermal model. The increase in injection rate
causes only a minor increase in the time needed to change
sign (from positive to negative, Fig. 12b).
Figure 13 compares the gravity changes computed at the
surface for different simulation times and three injection sce-
narios (D–I) and the associated vertical gravity gradient (A–
C), computed as Pg=v, where v is the vertical deformation
computed in Sect. 4.3. Again, this is usually referred as the
residual gravity gradient, since it does not take into account
the free-air correction (Gottsmann et al., 2006a). Data are
plotted for up to 20 years of unrest, since after a long period
of unrest the gravity gradient becomes unstable in most of the
domain due to very small vertical deformation far from the
faults and central conduit. Maximum values in modulus are
observed at a radial distance of  570m at the boundary of
the two-phase plume, and are almost equal for the three sce-
narios. However, local maxima of the modulus of the signals
are present at the faults for Scenarios II and III. The absolute
value is significantl higher for Scenario III, reflectin the
higher mass flux
The sign of the vertical gravity gradient is the same as that
of the gravity changes, since the sign of ground deformation
is almost always positive (i.e. uplift) in all the simulations.
The pattern observed close to the axis of symmetry is similar
to that for the gravity changes, presenting a local extreme at
the border of the plume. In Scenarios II and III, the gravity
gradient presents local extremes on the faults (most evident
for t > 10 years) because of local extremes in both gravity
changes and vertical deformation (see Appendix). In Sce-
nario II the local extreme on Fault A is a minimum, since the
wavelength of the gravity change profil on Fault A is lower
than that of the vertical displacement, after a proper normal-
isation (see Appendix for more details). Local extreme on
Fault B is a maximum, since Pg has a greater wavelength
than v (see, for instance, the Pg and v profile at t D 20
years in Fig. 13h). In Scenario III both extremes are min-
ima, since the wavelength of the gravity change profil on
the faults is lower than that of the vertical displacement, after
a proper normalisation (see Appendix for more details). The
value observed at the faults is much greater (due to greater
gravity changes associated with greater injection rates).
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5 Discussion
Heterogeneities in hydrological and mechanical properties as
well as the presence of faults within caldera forming volca-
noes in the model substantially affect the hydrothermal circu-
lation of hot fluid and the consequent variation in geophysi-
cal signals.
Models of the CF caldera suggest that the higher perme-
ability of a central conduit at La Solfatara favours the up-
rising of hot fluid from the deep portion of the reservoir
to the surface. Steady-state simulations show formation of a
two-phase plume (Chiodini et al., 2003; Rinaldi et al., 2010;
Todesco et al., 2010), with radius and gas composition that
depend on the permeability structure of the caldera fil (Tode-
sco et al., 2010). According to our simulations the two-phase
plume occupies the entire central conduit and part of the tran-
sition zone, leading to a 300m radius plume at 1.5 km depth.
The radius of the plume reaches 500m in a shallow region
close to the surface. Two gas regions form at the edges of
the plume: one surrounding the injection point and a shal-
lower region which extends to the surface, simulating the
gas discharging observed during the fumarolic activities at
La Solfatara. The transition zone of intermediate hydrologi-
cal properties favours pressurisation of the system during the
firs 3 years of the unrest and then allows depressurisation as
injected fluid ascend and discharge at the surface (Fig. 5).
This behaviour is reflecte by the fast initial vertical defor-
mation at the centre of the domain, which is followed firs by
a rapid and then by a slower subsidence period (Fig. 8). This
pattern would not be observed if the permeability contrast
between the central conduit and the rest of the domain was
stronger. The close relationship between deformation and
flui fl w is highlighted in this simulation. If we lower the
permeability of the caldera fill subsidence after uplift does
not occur. In fact lower-permeability caldera fil would in-
hibit the recharge of cold water to the base of the domain and
the plume would be confine to a considerably narrower area,
resulting in a hotter gas-saturated region, as shown in Tode-
sco et al. (2010). Pressure release after the initial uplifting
would not be present and the following period of subsidence
would not be observed.
Although the deformation profil observed in Scenario I
reflect the solution of a Mogi-type source (Mogi, 1958)
in the firs years of the unrest, over time it develops into
a more complex pattern that cannot be explained by a
simple deformation source (Fig. 7). In the long timescale
the ground deformation is therefore mainly driven by the
thermo-poroelastic response of the hydrothermal system.
Usually deformation observed at the centre of the model
and associated with a central source located at the axis of
symmetry is amplifie by the mechanical heterogeneities of
lateral fault zones (Folch and Gottsmann, 2006). This be-
haviour is not observed in the simulations of this paper, due
to the small ratio between the central source depth (injec-
tion depth of 1.5 km) and radial distance of the closest fault
( 3 km), although in Scenario III the higher injection rate at
the base of the faults gives a small amplificatio of deforma-
tion.
Rock expansion due to temperature changes is slower than
that due to changes in pore pressure. Temperature changes
are confine to the areas surrounding the injection points dur-
ing the firs 10 years of the unrest and take more than 50 years
to reach the surface. Thermal contribution to the total ground
deformation is therefore almost negligible within the firs 10
years but becomes dominant after some decades of unrest
(Fig. 8). Fournier and Chardot (2012) suggest that the rela-
tive contribution of temperature and pore pressure is directly
proportional to the injection depth. Rinaldi et al. (2010) mod-
elled the effect of a short unrest period (20 months) of high
injection rate, and showed that the pore pressure declines im-
mediately after cessation of flui injection, while the tem-
perature continues to increase until hot fluid discharge at
the surface. Most recently, Chiodini et al. (2015) examined
the accelerating rate of ground deformation affecting CF be-
tween 2005 and 2014, and suggested that the observed defor-
mation pattern requires both an extended period of heating of
the rock and short pulses of injection of magmatic fluid into
the hydrothermal system.
In our simulations, maximum temperature change is lo-
cated close to the edge of the plume (Fig. 5). Consequently,
the maximum uplift observed at t D 100 years is slightly dis-
placed from the centre. The shape of this temperature change
is elongated in the vertical direction, resembling a prolate
source, and causes the rapid decay of the vertical deforma-
tion. The same behaviour is observed for the gravity changes
at the centre of the domain. Density changes are localised
at the boundary of the plume, where replacement of water
by gas over an increasingly large area occurs and gravity
changes present a local extreme. Gas saturation changes are
small during the firs years of unrest and restricted to an area
close to the injection point (Fig. 5). As a consequence, grav-
ity changes take about 2 years to exceed 50 µGal in absolute
value (for the Unrest 1 case). Indeed, the initial period of
the unrest is characterised by an increase in density, since a
substantial amount of water is rapidly introduced to regions
with positive gas saturation, following the increase in injec-
tion relative to the background rate. This perturbation is am-
plifie for Unrest 2 and 3 models since a larger mass of
water is injected, as inferred by the positive sign of gravity
changes at the beginning of the unrest in Fig. 12. After a tran-
sient period this pattern is inverted, since the higher molar
ratio of CO2=H2O of the flui injected during unrest pushes
the system toward a steady-state solution in which a substan-
tial amount of gas will replace fluid-saturate regions, caus-
ing a negative change in density and consequently in gravity
changes. In contrast, gravity changes over the fault zones are
negative for the whole simulation time, since the base of the
faults are liquid saturated at the beginning of the unrest (no
background injection is performed at the base of the faults).
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The inclusion of faults in the model fundamentally al-
ters the dynamics of flui fl w and heat transfer in the sur-
rounding of fault areas. Jasim et al. (2015) show that the
permeability contrast between the fault zone and surround-
ing rock affects local temperature gradients, causing faults to
act as preferential pathways for either recharge or discharge
of groundwater, depending both on fault/matrix permeability
ratio and on the vertical extension of the fault. Temperature
changes are more pronounced around the faults than at the
central conduit, since the background hydrothermal circula-
tion in the fault zones is not driven by any flui injection,
locally enhancing the contrast between the steady-state and
unrest simulations. Gravity change and deformation associ-
ated with thermal effects are thus larger on the faults than
close to the axis of symmetry.
Fault mechanical properties strongly influenc the defor-
mation profil in the vicinity of faults. In particular, a lower
rigidity for the fault core and damage zones is associated with
increased uplift on the fault where the source of deformation
is deep (as in the case of pore pressure change during the firs
years of unrest, mainly localised around injection points) but
with reduced uplift where the source of deformation is adja-
cent to the surface (as in the case of temperature changes after
a long period of unrest). There is only minor perturbation of
uplift observed at the centre of the domain, showing that me-
chanical properties of faults have a limited lateral influence
Such influenc would be amplifie if a deeper domain was
considered (Folch and Gottsmann, 2006).
Fault geometry (inclination, vertical extension, penetration
depth, radial distance, etc.) also influence the amplitude and
pattern of deformation and gravity changes. Profile of ver-
tical deformation vary smoothly on Fault A, while a sharper
contrast is present at the Fault B, likely because Fault B ex-
tends up to the surface zD 0. This sharp behaviour is mainly
associated with the mechanical heterogeneities of fault core
and damage zones rather than with hydrological causes (it
would not be observed if the mechanical heterogeneities do
not reach the surface).
Although the simulations performed in this paper provide
a qualitative assessment of the contribution of hydrothermal
flui circulation at restless calderas, a more quantitative study
and comparison with observed data from a particular caldera
(such as the CF) is beyond the scope of this study.
It is important to consider limitations of the approach
adopted in this paper. First, the shallow flui injection
(only 1.5 km deep) is constrained by the range allowed by
TOUGH2 (which does not account for supercritical fluids)
while several studies at CF have speculated that there is
a deeper source, between 2.7 and 5 km (Gottsmann et al.,
2006a, c; Amoruso et al., 2014a, b). Afanasyev et al. (2015)
recently investigated deep supercritical regions of the hy-
drothermal system at CF using MUFITS, a multiphase mul-
ticomponent flui fl w in porous media simulator that ac-
counts for high-temperature processes (Afanasyev, 2013a,
b), more realistic for representing restless calderas.
In addition, whilst assuming that simple layering of rock
properties is appropriate in the absence of detailed subsur-
face data, in reality it is probable that the stratigraphy of
the caldera fil is more complex. Representing the effects
of such heterogeneity, and in particular the strong local con-
trasts in the vicinity of the faults, is difficul using standard
gridding approaches (Geiger andMatthäi, 2014). Small-scale
geological heterogeneities observed in nature, usually mod-
elled by geostatistical methods (Journel et al., 1998; Stre-
belle, 2002), cannot be correctly represented by a coarse
cell blocks and identifying appropriate upscaling methods
is challenging (Gerritsen and Durlofsky, 2005; King et al.,
2006). On the other hand, using an extremely fin grid would
radically increase the computational cost, making the model
unusable for practical purposes where a number of simula-
tion runs is required, such as optimisation and uncertainty
reduction (Oliver and Chen, 2011).
The 2-D axi-symmetric representation of ring faults is
obviously not able to describe the complex fault networks
which characterise collapse calderas. For example, circula-
tion along fault planes is a purely 3-D phenomenon that can-
not be represented by a 2-D model. However, this study pro-
vides a firs approximation of the influenc of flui fl w me-
chanics around faults on relevant geophysical observations
and indicates the importance of this area for future research.
Last but not least, the one-way coupling adopted in this pa-
per, although provides a reasonable simplificatio for short
period unrests, is not appropriate for the simulation of pro-
longed processes, since a significan variation in key hydro-
logical parameters (permeability, porosity) can be induced by
a change in stress and strain (Neuzil, 2003; Rutqvist et al.,
2002), altering the long-term behaviour of flui fl w in the
porous medium and the consequent evaluation of geophys-
ical signals. For example, since an increase in the effec-
tive stress may cause a permeability and porosity reduction
(Davies et al., 1999; Rutqvist et al., 2002), a drop in these hy-
drological parameters is expected where higher deformation
are observed, namely at the centre of the domain and close to
the fault zones. This may reduce the deformation and gravity
change profile over time. In addition, since these changes in
permeability and porosity would be less pronounced where
deformation is lower, the permeability contrast between the
central conduit and the transition zones would be attenuated,
modifying the dynamics of the rapid uplift and subsequent
deflatio observed in Fig. 8. However, a qualitatively analysis
is difficul to perform at this stage for a number of uncertain-
ties, such as the sensitivity to parameters regulating the rela-
tionship between effective stress and permability/porosity.
6 Conclusions
The model proposed in this paper is targeted at evaluating
the variations in geophysical parameters associated with the
perturbation of the hydrothermal system in a restless caldera.
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A correct evaluation is fundamental to discriminate between
magmatic and hydrothermal unrest. Although the model can
refer to a generic system, parameters have been chosen on
the basis of the CF caldera, to simulate a behaviour proposed
to explain the periodic unrests at the CF caldera since 1969.
This periodic behaviour can be explained by a series of brief
injections of hot fluid into the hydrothermal system (Chio-
dini et al., 2003, 2015; Todesco et al., 2010) or after a long
thermal process following an increase in rock heating, as
highlighted by Chiodini et al. (2015). Similarly, Jasim et al.
(2015) show that periodic behaviour of gas composition can
be associated with sharp increase of the heat flux with peri-
odicity comparable to the decennial cycle observed at CF.
Simulations performed in this paper evaluate the ground
deformation and gravity changes caused by a long period
of unrest associated with a prolonged injection of flui of
magmatic origin into the shallow hydrothermal system at a
higher rate compared to that of the background simulation.
To represent the inherent complexities at collapse calderas,
we considered the effects of heterogeneities in the vertical
and lateral distribution of hydrological and mechanical pa-
rameters and the effect of faults. Permeability contrasts con-
siderably affect the flui fl w pattern (Todesco et al., 2010;
Jasim et al., 2015) and consequently ground deformation and
gravity changes at the surface.
The presence of the ring faults formed as a consequence of
the episodes of collapse can significantl alter the behaviour
of the system in the surrounding of the fault zones. Higher
permeability parallel to the plane of the fault favours con-
vection and upward discharge of hot fluid from depth, per-
turbing the hydrothermal system by changing pore pressure,
temperature and flui density, dependent on injection rate
(compare Scenarios II and III). These perturbations, together
with weaker mechanical properties of fault core and damage
zones, substantially alter geophysical signals (ground defor-
mation, gravity changes) at the surface close to the faults;
furthermore, in Scenario III, a minor influenc on the centre
of the model is observed.
Investigation of different scenarios shows that the qualita-
tive and quantitative perturbations of the flui dynamics are
sensitive to flui injection rates, whose correct evaluation is
one of the key challenges to improve the understanding of
restless caldera systems.
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Appendix A: Gravity gradient extremes (maximum and
minimum) on the faults associated to wavelength of
gravity changes 1g and vertical deformation v
The (residual) gravity gradient is computed as Pg
v
, wherePg
is the (residual) gravity change and v is the vertical displace-
ment. In the simulations performed in this paper, we observe
that on the faults (r D 3 and r D 6:5 km) we have
Pg < 0; v > 0;
d
dr
Pg  0; d
dr
v  0; d
2
dr2
Pg > 0;
d2
dr2
v < 0:
After some calculus we obtain
d
dr
(
Pg
v
)
D
v
d
dr
Pg Pg d
dr
v
v2
 0;
d2
dr2
(
Pg
v
)

v
d2
dr2
Pg Pg d
2
dr2
v
v2
;
d2
dr2
(
Pg
v
)
> 0()
d2
dr2
Pg
d2
dr2
v
<
Pg
v
:
Therefore, after rescalingPg (or v) in such a way jPgj D jvj,
we can assert that
d2
dr2
(
Pg
v
)
> 0()
∣∣∣∣∣ d2dr2Pg
∣∣∣∣∣>
∣∣∣∣∣ d2dr2 v
∣∣∣∣∣ :
In conclusion, the gravity gradient profil has a local mini-
mum [maximum] when the curvature ofPg is greater [lower]
than the curvature of v (after a proper rescaling in which
jPgj D jvj). Since the curvature is inversely proportional to
the wavelength, we can reformulate the statement as follows:
the gravity gradient profil has a local minimum [maximum]
when the wavelength ofPg is lower [greater] than the wave-
length of v.
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